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Thursday, May 27. 2010

libumem
A reader asked for a simple rule when to use the multithreading friendly memory allocatorlibumem. I'm not that
convinced of the need of such a simple rule. Given that plockstat is part of Solaris 10 and it gives you a extremly good
insight into lock holds and lock contentions, just use it with your application. The more and the longer lock contention
events you see with plockstat -C -p
Posted by Joerg Moellenkamp in English, Oracle, Solaris at 15:21
Thanks for the good overview. I'll give it a try soon.
Unfortunately, most our applications that need tuning are java based (tomcats, mostly), some with xmx=4G and more.. and I really
hoped that umem might make these heavy memory thrashers a bit more efficient.
Anonymous on May 28 2010, 10:22
I don't think, libumen will be of any help for java applications. But the lib has very good debugging and sanity check code, so i would
recommend it for every environment, where you can afford to allocate some extra memory.
The red zone and other build in goodies have more overhead than the standard allocator, which has a huge effect, if a application is
using the allocator heavyly for blocks with less than 40 Bytes.
Finding allocations errors like a not accounted \0 byte on the first free, with a decend core dump, which contains some allocation
history, is really great. And it is for free ! Thank you, SUN !
Anonymous on May 28 2010, 12:52
I disagree -- I've seen it help tremendously on java apps.
Chances are anything that calls into any jni code will cause malloc() to be invoked (for the native bits obviously). Unfortunately, most
java developers seem to forget that this includes using the java.io. and java.net. classes -- ultimately to do I/O or to create a socket,
they must call into the OS (via libc). The networking code is especially good at making libc_malloc_lock spin.
I still question why the jre is not linked with libmtmalloc or libumem by default. It's so bad that literally every time I get a report of a
java performance problem, the first thing I do is have them try using one of those two (and if still on Solaris 8, use the T2 thread
libraries). That alone has often been enough to fix the issue.
I suppose it leaves something for knowledgable consultants to be able to charge for without having to make a lot of effort
Anonymous on May 28 2010, 18:40
Okay, then i've destroyed the business modell a little bit by writing about it again
Anonymous on May 31 2010, 05:57
As soon as you use native libraries via JNI libumem will help. Of course the effect depends on the usage of such libraries.
The best way to make a rough estimate about the effect is to check your application with plockstat.
Anonymous on May 31 2010, 06:00
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